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SUMMARY 

The present report deals with the variation of a tur
bulent velocity profile in flow from rou~h to smooth wall 
and vice versa. Expressions obtained for the shear-stress 
distribution ~ith respect to tho distance from the poi~t 
of junction of the different rou~hnesses and from the wall 
distance, arcutilizod to ascertain the devolopin~ veloc
ity distributions. Under simplified assumptions, the use 
of these formulas renders possible the integration of the 
motion equations for the shear stress. This calculation 
is carried out and compared with the experiments. Despite 
the fact that tho assumptions in this particular case do 
not prove to be wholly correct, comparatively good a~ree
ment is achieved in the most iI.'lportant ro~ion. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to study the variation 
of a turbulent velocity profile established in a channel 
of known surface roughness on transition to a different 
surface roughness by expetiments, and to dev~lop the for
mUlas necessary for the c~lculation. The phenomena accom
panyin~ fully ostablished flow a16n~ a boundary of known 
roughness may be considered as being understood now (ref
erence 1). Expressions havo beon obtained for smooth and 
-----------------------------------------------------------
* "Umformung eines turbulonton Goschwindi~keitsprofilos." 

Zeitschrift fur an~owandte Mathematik und Mochanik, 
vol. 19, no! 2, April 1939, pp. 87~lOO, 
This article forms the second uart 6f the thesis, un
der the direction of Piofessor"Prandtl, entitiodJ 
II Studi en z'!J.m Rauhi~].:ei t svroblem. II 'The fi rst part, en
tit.Ted: "S'trgmung.hinto'r'- cinol!J 'oinzolnon,Rauhigkeits-
e lemont', II appearod i:n' In~. -'Arch'.', vol. IX, no. '5. 1938, 
p~ 343. 
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rou~h tubes and chah~el~ j~~the ~~io~i~y distribution, 
resistance, exchange in impulse, and the mixing path. 
If tho ~urface. roughness under«oesa·chan~o, a new veloc
ity profile has to be· for~ed, and th~s transition re~ion 
has, so far, boen investigated only theoretically, undor 
certain Gi8plifyin~ assunptions (reference 2). The au
thor has carried out experiments over this re~ion and 
utilized the results to establish a new method for com
puting the velocity distribution over the transition sec
tion of a channel when changin~ from smooth to rough, and 
vice versa, provided the ·shoar stress at the wall under 
conditions of fully established flow, is known. The pre
dictions have been confirmed by further experiments. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

Experiments .were carTied out on a blower whose riozzle 
. emptied into arectan~i11ar channel 60 cm wide and 20 ·cm· 
high. Tho channel itself consisted of airtight w~od~n . 
boxe~, bolted togelher with felt strips in between, insur
ing a completely closed bhannel length which could be 
len~thoned or shortened as necessity arose. Tho end of 
tho channel formed the experiment c~amber. Glass windows 
on the side assured the most accurate setting of the pitot 
tubes. In virtue of tho reflection on the smnoth wall, an 
accuracy up to 1/10 mm was readily obtainable for a known 
point of contact of tho survey tube with the wall and 
henco, nf tho wall distance. Tho experiment chamber itself 
was so arranged that the survey tube could be movod across 
the entire length of the box but ndt ~rosewise to the direc
tion of flow (fi~. 1). The box was 1.5 m long. 

Above it was the guide rail of an optical bench, to 
which the streamlined tube.was fastened. The survey tubes 
were fitted with threads and laterally screwed to the 
streamlined tube. The recorded pressure was transmitted 
by means of a valvo rubber to a little tube inside the 
streamlined tube and was removable from above. ,The slot 
in the upper wall-·was covered durin;; the test by woll
fittin~ woodon strips. 

Since a two-dimensional problem w.as inv·olved. the 
static pressure could be· recorded wit~ a di~k type o£ sur
vey tube ori~inallyemployed by Motz.feld:(~eference 3), 
consistinl?; of a lens-shaped disko·f 8 mm"diar1o:ter, 1. mm 
maximum thickness, with 0.6· mm· di~met~r orifices in the 
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cent e r, of. the: ·curved surface s. ' The, survey. tube shoul d be 
so introduced that the mea~ f~ow direction is always· par
allel to the. tube. The'~iroctioriRl'unsusrieptibility was 
approximately ±3° and WRS ~t any time obtainatle. A cali
bration.wa~ made in the free stream, buck of the fan. in 
the .lIsoundll flow, wit.h the static pressu.re set at zero. 
The coofficients were Almost identical with the employed 
survey tubes, averaging around P =:1.14. This value was 
lar~ely ·independent of ·the R~ynolds number. With the no
tation: 

We have: 

Pg total pressure 

Pst st~tic pressure 

n "static pressure recorded •. s t 
by the survey tube 

q dynamic pressure 

- '0 ' • st 

Pst = P - q = P~ f, , c., p = ~ [(/3 - 1) 

which, with S = 1.14, ~ives the static pressure at 

0.14 Pg + Pst ,. 
-------------~-----.-

1.14 

All pressures were recorded with Prandtl manometer 
relative to the pre~sure in the experiment chamber. Strips 
0.7 cm hi~h Bnd 1.0 cm wide, nailed 15 cm apart on the 
bottom side of the chan~el, simulated the wall roughness. 
The rou~h len~th amounted to 5 m. 

PRELIMINARY TESTS 

Before proceeding to the actual neasuroments, it was 
necessary to ascertain ~hether a fully established pro-
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file existed at the end of the roug~ len~th. Plottin~ the 
velocity: a~ainst the logarithm of the wall distance, ~ave 
a strai~ht line which, accordin~ to the lo~arithmic law of 
velocity distribtition, isan indication of fully developed 
flow, an was to be expected on tho basis of Nikuradso's 
oarlier pipe flow experimentn, which established the ter
mination of mi~ing after -about 40 pipe radii. Kirsten 
(reference 4) claims the presence of the final velocity 
distribution at 20 pipe radii already. With a hydraulic 
radius of 

2 channel section = 15 crn rh = ------------------
with circumference 

in our case we obtain a distance of 33.3 radii available 
as entrance which, considering the marked roughness, should 
be sufficient for full development of the profile. 

The measurement of tho pressure drop was acc'Ompanied 
by a slight pressure jump behind the roughnosses, on 
transition to the smooth wall, caused by the abrupt widen
ing of the channel. A smooth, carefully alined plywood 
board, hi~h enough to assure pro~ressive transition of the 
pressure, was nailed at the smooth part of the length. If 
the board was too thick, naturally the opposite occurred: 
a pressure jump to too small values. After various trials, 
1.0 cm was chosen as a practical height. 

The static pressure drop records were made in the 
middle of the channel. The effect of v, that is, of the 
v~locity perpendicular to the wall, on the pressure read
ing, was below the aCQuracy limit; hence, could be disre
~arded. For, with P~t as the additional pressure indi-

~, v 
cated by v, our calibration above affords: 

n' - n '= - 0.14 P 
-sty ~st 2 

a v , p '- P st st 
= . 0.14 e. u 2 

2 

Assumin~ rou~hly that v/u in the center acts a~ 1:100. 
this value is not reached in our case - we have: 

p' ~ P I 1 
sty st 

n' - p 
~ st st 10000 

The omission is t~erefore fully justified. 
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The slight irregularity of the velocity distribution 
across the width of the channel, WRS of no import in these 
tests as the ruaasurementB were made in a vertical plane. 

TEST PROCEDURE 

Having to do with a two-dimensional problem, the x-y 
coordinates ~re formed by the perpondicular plane of sym
metry of the channel in the flow direction, its zero point 
bein~ situated in the junction point of the two roughness
es. Tho positivo x axis points in the direction of the 
principal flow; the positive y axis, perpendicularly up
ward. 

The flow was studied when changin~ from smooth to 
rough wall and vice versa. However, for reasons evolving 
from the experiments, only the variation in the profile 
from rou~h to smooth, is to be analyzed in detail. Veloc
ity measurements were made at x = 2, 7, 15, 20. 40, 70, 
100, 150, 215, and 290 em (fig. 2), although only part of 
the obtained curves are shown, for the sake of clarity. 
The variation in the profile is such that in the lower re
~ions with increasin~ x. an incroas~ - and in the middle 
a decrease - in volocity occurs. whereby the smooth pro
file evolves ~radually. This transition is numerically 
treatod. 

ATTEMPTED SOLUTION 

With T = apparent shear stress, the equation of mo
tion reads: 

1 oP 1 aT 
= - p·ax + p ay 

With the continuity oquation ~.Y + .Q.Y = 0 we obtain, ox -oy- ' 
conformable to a variation by Prandtl (reference 5): 

- u Clv + 'T .Qy. 
-a~ oy 

where, for a fixed 
to a function of y; 

x, 
or 

the right-hand side is put equal 
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a 
- dY 

We inte~rate from 0 t~ ~. since v = 0 for y = 0, 

v 
u = 

y . 

r iizl._ dy . and hence. 
.u(.y)a. 

'. 0 
: " .. 

whence diffe~ent1atio~ ~ivesthe velocity increase: 

av 
- ay 

au = + -- --ax 
y 

( u J !ir1a dY ) ay . u(y) 
o . 

a 

ap 
Starting therefore from a certain velocit:{ profile, if C§i 

(which-in first approximation can be put constantbec~u~e 
of the small turvature of the streamlines over the channel 

T 
sectioon) and 

p 
are known, au· 'Ox can be computed.' where-

from follows a new u tor (x + ~x): 

The method applied recurrently ~ives, therefore, the 
velocity distributions at the various distan~es. For the 
shear stress, the formula 

T :: t 8 j ~~ I E~ (r e fer e nco 6) P i oy ay 

was applied. It could be computed under rou~h ass~mptions 
of mixing path t. Reliable mixin~-path distributions in a 
channel are unknown. Hence, the use of the simple formula 

Y E_.:_l -_ h ' t = 0.4 which for y ~ives t = 0.1 h (fi~. h 2' .-

3); h = channel height. 

The calculation was then att~.mpted with.thisassump-
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tion. The velocity u of the initial profile supplied 
au 

the measurenent, oy had to be def.ined ~raphically hy 

differentiation: The result was the shear stress and 

7 

y 

The inte<;ral r fl:u-;; . . ju (y) <-

after another differentiation 

o 

dy was ~raphically evaluated. Reiterated differentiation 

of u rY Y=-(Y~ 
/ u(y) 

'--' 0 

dy finally gave the desired velocity dif-

ference for the selected path element ~ le. 

NotwithstRnding the various applicat~ons of the usu
ally not too-accurate different~atiori and ~raphical inte
gration, we still believed that with the care use~, the 
results would a~ree with the actual conditions; but it was 
otherwise. A comparison with the experimentally ascer
tained velocities mnnifested, to be sure, close agreemerit 
for ~reater distances from the ~all. but also ~reat de
partures in the neishborhood of the wall. The advance of 
the rou~h profile toward the smooth, up to y values of 

. several centimeters, took place much faster than the cal
culation stipulnted. The reason could only be ascribed to 

. the erroneous mixing-path assumptions. 

In the attempted explanation of these conditions, the 
opposite process was essayed - that is, the shear stress 
was computed from the recorded velocity profiles and their 
differences, and the extent to which the above functional 
relation of mixin~ path ~nd y was true or false. and 
was independent of x, was checked by means of the formu-

la ~ = ~2i aul au The equ~tions of motion and continu-
p I (Vj dy 

ity served as basis. 

The result definitel'l est.abiished the ,renson fo'r the 
discrepancies between cal~ilatibh ~n~ e~~~r~ment, 'and made 
the continuation of tho above ~~t~od ~pp~ar lit~le prom
isin~. The rise of the mixin~ patn ·wi.th·· the distance from 
the wall was much nore pronoun~ed tha~ ~e had stipulated 
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in our formula, according to Nikurads~'s experi~ents ~n 
pipe friction. But.at ~reater x v~lues (150-200 cm)
that is, on a~proa~hing ~he fully es~ablishe~smooth pro
file of Nikuradse's·,distributioni the mi~i~g-:-path:-dist.ri
bution waS approximately similar (it was a little below). 

Incidentally, it may be mentioned that, according to 
,.Prandtl, the mixing path on approaching the wall'tend's ,to~ 

ward a certain limiting value. which corresponds to the 
degree of roughness. This value. being small, was dis
regarded in our calCUlations. "To illugtrate: Consider our 
utilized rough wall; writing, in conformity with the uni
versal law of velocity distribution for rough walls (Nik
uradse. reference 1), 

gives the 

ing to our 

equivalent 
suming its 

~Q 8.5 + 5.75 log = 
ks 

wall distance Yo' with 

law. v ... is the shear 
r 

grain si z e , ' whi ch will 
value for the present, 

u 
v ... 

r 
= 0 

velo ci ty = 
stress and 

zero, ae co rd-

ks the 

be determined late r.· . As-
gives: 

= 0.175 em, 1,0 = 0.068 cm 

This value 1,0 would not have been aele to change the mix
ing path distribution very much. On the smooth channel 
wall used it was. in fact, several per~ent lower, so that 
it could not be considered at all. The wide discrepancies 
therefore remained unexplained; heri6e the ~olution of the 
posed problem by this method must be called unsuccessful. 

FORMULATION OF AN EMPIRICAL SHEAR STRESS 

DISTRIBUTION FORMULA 

a) Determination of wall shear ~tresses and closer' 
characterization of wallroughness.- Before going on with 
the new· method. the utilized rough~~~s'~n~{ts shear stress
es are -scrutinized somewha.t'more: closel..,.;' 

, ~ 

T ' tha. t r 
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on the rough wall~ Tg~' was obtai~ed once by pressure drop, 
Tg 
-p- = 4.90 :x ~b'3': c'J!/'/ ~ 2. Bu"t since thi s value se emed at 

too uncertain, the determination of Tg by the universal 

law of .veloci ty distribution: 

v'" y 
u g 

= 5.5 + 5.75 log 
v"'u " '" 

served as check. Logarithmic plotting of the wall' distance 
y,' agai~st the velocity ~ affords a straight line 

from whose slope v*g follows direct 

V*g' V*g = .It- = 

It gave: 

ng = 5.75 

Tg 

P 
2/ 2 em s 

'. 

: .' 
I 

_~:L 
5.75 

The factor 5.75 was considered safe. The two obtained val
ues a~reed fairly closely. The additive constant of 4.32 
in· ourunivers~l' veloc~ty distribution law differing from 
Nikuradse's 5.5, is attributable to the fact that the wall 
is not perfectly smooth. Thus the universal law for our 
case' reads: 

u· 
= 4.32 + 5.75 log 

The slope of the. straights is the same as Nikuradse's. 

.. With a = side length, b = height PI the channel 
:section, ~/p is now computed £ro~ the f~rce equilibrium 
between wall shear stress arid ptess~re·gtidieriti 

.' . -. . . : . : 
i, ,.-

Tr 2~ 
, '8 b dp .. .' 

a + (a' + 2b) = --. --p p p. dx - ., .. 
.' 

Tr b ap 
= p p ax 
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Analo.e;ous to the determination of,. Tglp, Trip can now 
be obtained for checking the last~obtained value. For a 
rou~h wall, the universal velocity distribution law takes 
tho form . 

u 
v", 

r 
= A + 5. '75 laD" L 

}:> k ' 
s 

which, plotted as previously, loaves 

,,-
r nr' -- = v == ---- - 155 cml s P "'r 5 • 75 - , 

Tr 
p 

EVen in this ca~e, the values 

With the approximate avera~e value' 

were computed. 

are fairly a~reeable. 
Tr ::. 8/ a 

~ 23.0 x 10 cm s 
P 

It ~hould be n~ted that the rou~hness of the board 
used for the cros~-sectional contraction, was slightly dif
ferent from the channel wall. This explains the differ
ence between the above-defined wall shear stross, applica
ble for the usual channel wall,'and that later obtained as 

y 

constant after integration ·of d , ~Nhich represents lj ~.!~! 
p y 

• 0 

T 

P 
= the shear stress of tho board~ This value ranged from 

3 X 10
3 

to 4 X 10 3 cma/s a . ·Subsequently. 3.4 x 10
3 

used in the ·cP.l.lculation.···as it involved flow conditions 
over the "smooth" board. 

was 

At this time. a rem~rk about the shear stress on the 
smooth wall wheri facing th~ rough wall,' may not be amiss. 
From the smallness of the discrepancies appearing in the 
measurements, it may be concluded that in this case the 
wall shea~ ~tress is greater than when the whole channel 
is snooth.Tho rou~hn9ss effect extends across the entire 
chann~lwidthup to the opposite wall. 

For comparing our roughness with that of others, we 
effected a reduction ,to Nikuradse's grain size, although 
thi s should not be looked upon . as gener'ally the be st rof-
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erence roughness. One of Schlichting's ~rain sizes (ref
erence 7) might pe~hapi b~ mo're appropriate since in 
Nikuradse's rouR;hness·.;,' because of :the adhesion of' the 
sand ~rains with labq~~~ - the conditions botw~en tho 
grains cannot be ~6curat~ly simulated. 

The equivalent ~rain size ~ives the grain size of 
Nikuradse's sand rou~hness, having the same resistance as 
the rou~hness used; it i~ .indicat~d.by ks' The universal 
velocity distribution law for rouch wall for fully estab
lished flow, r~ads: 

y 
:: A + 5.75 lo~ k 

A is characteristic of any rou~hness; it is a roughness 
function. For sand rou~hncss, the value is As = 8.48. 
Accordingly, 

u .' " = : 8 • 48 + 5. 75 log JL 
v* ks 

r 

and, comparisori with the preceding relation: 

8. 4 '8 7 1 Y .\ 5 75 I Y + 5-. 5 og = .11. +. og ,.. 
ks """ 

or, after combining: 

ks 
5.75 log = 8.48 - A 

k 

Semilogarithmic plotting ~ives, in our case, A = 3.45. 
Hence, 

= 0.876, 
ks 
k 

= 7.52. 

which, for the k - 0.7 cm hei~ht of roughness used, 
amounts to 

~s = 5.26 em 

The size of the equivalent sand. ~ou'2;'hne(s is the'refore 
7~ times ~reater than that of the usea ·roughness. 

. . .' 

, . 
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Further ~alculation_demands an exact definition of 
the wall distance. 'Schlichting defined it as equal to the 
distance of a'fi~titio~s ~~ll: substitutin~ fo~ ~he' rou~h 
wall, havins tho same fluid volume. Thi:s.was found;to·be 
impractical. The st'artin~'ljoint formed the lo~arithmic 
velocity-distributiorila~i···· . 

lo~ 
y 

was thon plottod a~~inst U t while 'Yo was var
Yo 

ied until th~ extension of the obtained straight lines 
passed through zero. The points adjacent to the wall were 
omitted, since the law doei ~ot apply there. The th¥s
obtained point Yo roproaants tho height at which tho ve-
locity is zero , and consequently, forms the zero point 'of 
th~ ·new coordinate system .. y was equal to 0.17 cm .. 

~ o· 
This agrees with Nikuradse's definition, according to 

which y =~..2 In our case ",. - Q~'§ k = 0.175 k • 
• 0 30' 01'0'- 30 

Tho velocity measurements were made at an average air 
speed of around 14 mise The velocity (15.40 m/s) recorded 
in the middle of the channel served to effect the nondimen
sionality. 

b) Mathematical .sli.9ar stress distri bution. - Revertin~ 
to our original problem - that is, the calculation of the 
variation in velocity profile - it was necessary to ob
tain some kindsof ~~xpressionB. A ra:1 of light in tbis di
rection was indicated during the plottin~ of the shear 
stresses computed from the experiment. The shear stress 
by fully established flow is, as .known, linearly distribut~· 
eA across the section. It is zero at maximum velocity and 
increases with approach to the wall up to the correspond
ing wall shear stross. Tho shear stresses prevailing at 
different distances from the rou~hness transition point, 
were all between the linearly rou~h and Rmooth distri~u
tion, working from the rou~h with increasin~ x over to 
tho smooth (fi~~ ~). Tho new wall shear stross wa~ i~me
diately available. Its effoct spread consistently upward. 
Honce, it was presumed that the differences between tho 
ori~inal rectilinear shear stress distTib~tion and that 
~xistin~ at certain distances, might be ~p~~o~im~te~y ex
pressi ble by an exponontial relationship' be,tween: .'~l' . and 
x, Comparisons of various formulas-with tho obtained 
shear stress distribution, ~anifested the following as the 
most favorable: 
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T (x.y) = [ Tr - ( Tr - Tg) fen) ] lL.::.J· (1) 
h 

f (n) -bn with n :!1.... (2 ) = a e = xm 

y = h indicates the ordinate of the maximum velocity. 
For fully· established smooth and rou~h flow, h assumes. 
of course, different values - a fact which was not taken 
into consideration, as its role is subordinate in our anal
ysis. A certain compensation might be achieved by resort
ing to the arithmetic mean of the hei~ht as basis of the 
calculation. Our choice on transition from rou~h to smooth 
as height h is the distance of the velocity maximum on 
the rou~h profile from the wall. 

During the closer investigation of our nrevious sur
mise fen) was first nlotted from equation (1) a~ainst y 
for different x (fig: 5): 

fen) = 1 + --~~--- -
T - T r ~ 

Tr T h - y g 

A certain value 

certain value 
y n -

-by/xID 
= a e = constant 

= c·onstant. Therefore. 

In y = In const + m In x 

defines a 

Afte~ lo~arithmicplotting of Y and x, followed by 
the drawing. of stra'ight lines through the points obtained 
for fen) = const - the errors encountered being compensated 
for as mu~h as possible - their slope m indiqates the ex
ponent of· ~ . (fi~ .. 6). The ~ratifying feature of our for
mula (a~ove) is that, ~ith. it the avera~e slope of the 
strai~ht' lines was quite constant; i.e., a'onroximately 
equ:1l' to I, in cons~'luence of which. fen) ~~ssumed a form 
easily ame~able to calCUlation.· n forms the intersection 
on the ordinate obtained ,by exte.nsioll of the strai~ht line 
placed as closely as possible throu~h ~ho points with the 
ave~a~od slope 1 as far as th~ inte~e~ction with the ordi-
nate axis. ." 

Th~re'rBmairie~ t~~ ~etdrminatiori;·of~ a and b: . . 

Y .-b -
f(n)=ae x 
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Semilogarithmic plotting then~ave' 'a 
obtained about 1, as it should be; if 

small ~r • oJ , for b, we obtained lY.16 

ahd b.' For a 
T - T fo r (J1;Y) - g 
(fig. 7). 

we 

Then, the ~eneral reLationship of J1; and y for T 
reads: 

T ( .) = [T - (T - T )' e- 11 • 16 ! J lL-=_X :l1;Ji . .r r g :l1;h 

This is an empirically established formula for the chan~e 
in shear stress distribution on transition from rou~h to 
smooth wall. 

Now it remained to be proved, to what eJ1;tent a ~ener

alization of this formula ~as permissible to other cases., 
For this purpose, the investi~ations were made by exactly 
opposite conditions, as in flow from 'smooth to rou~h wall. 
The len~th intended as entrance obtained a bottom support 
of 1 cm thickness, of the same boards used in the first 
test and, consequently,with exactly the same rou~hness. 
The entrance lenith of 5 m was consid~red sufficient for 
establishing the profile. 

Next comes a rou~h length of about 3 m. Great care 
was used in fastening the board on the bottom, so as to 
obtain a perfect plane and keep the cross-sectional 
chan~es within negligible limits. The smooth piece was 
followed by the strips spacod at the given distances. The 
measurements were made in the exact center botwoen strips, at 
X= 7.5, 39.·5; 71.5, 103.5, 140, 204, and 290 CD (fi~. 8) • 

. For the rest, the calculation was as before. Figure 9 
shows the shear stress distributions. Fi~ure 10 contains 
the representation of fen). The constant factor in ex-

-b! 
ponants of f(n) =a e x disclosed. a sli~ht difference 
from the previous value (fig. 11). But this error was too 
insi~nificant to entice us into atiempting to express both 
processes by the same formula (fi~. 7). The mean value of 
b ropresent~ the above value 11.16. a again followed at 
around a = 1, and this value 1 was used thereafter. 

Our shear stress distribution formula for flow to 
rough wall, has thus the same form as for flo~ from rou~h 
to smooth wall, except for the exchange' of Tg and T r: 

[ 
"'ILi'6 

T( ) ~ . T - (r - Tr) e x,y g. g 
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Tho same type of, sbear' stre~s 
SRme type of turbulence. ' 

variation':tostifies to the . . . . . 

The extent to which this formulaactually.r~presents 
the experimentally nchiev~d dist~ib~tion, is shown ii fig
ures 4 and 9, In the usually most important re~ion of 
smell X, whore t~ansformation advances Dost rapidly, the 
assimilation is almost c6mplete;, subsequent discrepancios 
are of Eluc'h less influence. Concerning the small differ
ences of the exuerimentallv defined shear stress distribu
tion in wall pr~ximity·, 'ii-cay be stated t!lat ~h~y are, prin
cipally due to the,fact that the inte~ration constants·re-

" 
suIting from the integration u l· ~l dy-of r' 

I P oY repre s en t'i ng 

• I 
~o 

the shear stresses on the wall, did not produce exactJ,y 
identical values. 'These differences ara caused by inaccu
racy of measurement ani evaluation. In this region the 
formula seems to reproduce t!lc conditions much botter, 
since tho same wail shear· stross ~ust prevail. 

In retrospect, it may be stated thnt the above formu
la rep~oducos the conditions fairly well and can·be used 
as a basis for computing sihlilar problems. In general, the 
method of differontiation will have to bo rosorted to -
i.e., start from a known, fully established profile and 
define au/ax, "exactly as in the first attempted solu
tion - t!lis time with the. new shear stress formula - ob-

(
au \ 

tainin~, acc·ordin;; to un = u 1 + QX)l~'" a new profile. 

Graphi,cal treatment produces quickest results. The x in
tervals need not be chosen so ver~ small in order to 
a.chieve a ~ood reprod1lctio·n of ttl0 actual curve. In our 
case, sections of from 10 to 20 em diroctiy behind tho 
junction point should be chosen, which could even be in
creased as the spacing is increased. 

SOLUTION OF MOTION EQ.UATI01i WITH SIMPLIFIED ASSUMPTIONS 

In tho following, it is attempted to 'into.:;rate tho 
motion equation.under si~plified assumptions by introduc
tion of the shear stress formula. The equation'of_motion 
reads: 
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au'. :au 
U --' + v --.- == ~ ax ay l,9.E + 1 9.:1: 

P.ox. P ay 
(5 ) 

O~r ~reviously obtain~d f9~mula serve~ as basis: 

'0, y 

h- Y [ ( ) T == ------- T 1 + T '" - T J. '. e h "." t.:i 

-'--' 
x ] 

a = 11.16. T1 and ·Ta denote the equilibrium wall shear 
stress f6r x < 0 and x == + .~. 

Now the first simplifying assumption stipulates: 

I Tn - 11.1 < T 1 · Bene.e. 'We can write 

v(x.y) == vl(x,y) 

with u l and VI < u. u*(y) is the velocit~ profile 
over the roughness 1. With the stream function 

oW 
u l == ay' V I == -

while disregarding the ~ma11 terms 

we obtain approximately: 

= -

With equation ( 6 ) • the right-hand 

0, y 
1 ap 1 

(T 8 -T 1 ) x ] -- C"x - ph [T l + e p 

Putting 

1 ~E + 1 aT 1 9.E __ :1,. 
= -p dx P oy " p Ox 

3i de 

E_.:_~ 
p h 

- !.l 
ph 

and 

( 7 ) 

assumes the form: 

-~ 
(T8 -T 1 ) 

a x' e 
x 

== f(x) 

that is, f(x) == 0 for x < 0, the ri~ht-hand side of 
equation (7) ~ives: 

.. ex, 'y 

f ( x) - (t + i lL~._~) ( Tn - T 1) e - X 

x + 0, ();l-Y) = f (x) - _________ .t:.._ (Tn - T 1) 
h x 

-a, y Ix 
e 
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For medium ~ and not unusually great: y, 'a(h - y) ~ x 
for x = ay, tho expression is 

:-.. x,+ a,(h' =--xl':= Q:. 

'h x x 

which is to sorve as mean value in the subsequent calcu
lation, This comprises the, Dost usually interesting 
region (x:= 11 y). 'Tho v010city dis'tr'ibution u. it
self is to be represented by an intervening straight line: 
u. := A + By. The selection of this strnight line should 
be such as to assure its close approxinotion to the veloc~ 
ity profile in the p~rtinent region. 

Substituting v for 
ch\l ' 

- ~ and posing for abbrevi
dx 

itioti for the cbnstant value, Tn - Tl ( ) := C, equation 7 

gives 
oV 

(A + By)-suy 

p 

+ Bv := f(x) _ a C 
x 

.. a,\TX 
e " (8) 

This is a linear inhomogeneous differential equation of tho 
first order, which is solved by the Bethod of variation of 
constants. Tho solution loaves: 

yr(x) _ a C e-a y/x 

- v := (A + By) r x 
.1 (A + By)2 
"'0 

dy (9) 

The integration constant is zero, sincu on tho wall, that 
is, for y:= 0, v Dust equal zero. Tho condition of 
continuity on tho othar wall is Dot by Doans of f(x). 

ior the fur~her tre~tnent of tho above integral 
I "-, 

(A + By)2 is ~e~clopCd by binomial expansion, whereby only 

tho first two te~ris are ~~nsidored. Thus 

i / 

(A + By,) 2 
:= 1. ( 1 

.. \.2 \ 

and therefore 

- vI 
:= (.A + By) 

A? 

y ,r [r(x) 

o 

2 :s:y) 
,A ' 

(10) 
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The integration affords 

o,y 

- V I = Al¥ ~ (x) ~ - ~ Y 2 ) + C G - r~ - ~~ y - ~{ ~, 2 ~{ ~ - C ] 

(11) 

whencc. the continuity equations give the veloditt u at 

·x 

u = -l ov 
Oy dx + u.' 

In conformity with ·the initial condition: x = 0, u = U, 
the integration constant must be equal U. Consequently, 
-vI must bo differentiated again with respect to y and 
then intcgrated with respect to x, which finally loa~s to 
tho integral logarithm and, after intermediary calculations: 

= ~.[~ x 2 _ v I u 2 . - -- J 1l. A a .. 

x 

co 

r e-o,yz r-
B2 C y2] dz I Co, - 3 

A3 a 
i z LA 

-oj 

11:-:: 

z = ~ was chosen as a sUbstitute. 
x 

+ u* 

Since the integral 

logarithm produced is tabulated, the problem may ~e consid
ered solved. The integral logarithm is usually expressed 
(see Jahnke-Emde) by: 

co· 

t 
/ 

\.;x 

.:..+ c " 

t 
dt =-E. (-x) 

~ 

which, in our. case, gives: 

( 13) 
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co 

f/· 
1 X 

e -a,y Z (. n.v) 
dz - _111- ~ ~x . z· .-.: -~ \: 

(14) 

In this manner it is possible to compute, by known 
wall shear stresses, every profile formed on transition 
to TzJ · starting from a velocity profile formed over T1 , 

Vie proceeded from the premise that' IT2 - Tli <: Tl •. 
It should, however, be equally of interest to apply this 
calculation once for our experimentally explored case, 
nohrithstanding that the assumptions a.re !lot completely 
sitisfied and discrepa!lcies ·therefore may be expecte4. 

The initial profile was that shown in figurci 12. 
The intorve~ing straight line serving as a basis of the 
c~lculation is chosen so as to assure compar~tively good 
agreement in the lower region of the velocity profile. 
Su~prisingly, there is a fnirly close. accord with the 
measured velocity profiles for small y. At greater wall 
distances the differe~ces are considerable. Above all, 
the overlapping of t'1l0 cons e cut i ve prof i Ie s doc s not np
pear. The effected omissions nre evidently too great. 
The principnl reason probnbly lies with tho inadmissibil-

ity of binominl expnnnion of 
1 

for ·grent dis-
(A + Ey)Z 

tancos, since the series converges only for 

Even the approach to I causes serious falsification of the 
rosult through exclusive consideration of the first two 
terms. Aside from that, thero is also the ommission in tho 
f ric t ion t e rrJ s • 

More accurate results, to be sure at greater expense 
of time and Inbor, are obtained if the cowplote friction 
fornuln is nllowed for in the integration of tho above 

differential equation and 1 alone is, as be-

AZ (1 + B: )Z 
fore, introduced in the calcu~ation thro~gh the £irst tWQ 
terms in the binoninl expansion. This oDission:i~ inevi
table if the calculation is to ·be at' all feasible. The 
solution is: 
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+ X 

- 3 

+ e 
.' 
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y/xrJ3 C -0:. 
C I }.~ '2 ... 

~z C 
l 

-'-' a y2J+ U + 
A3 

i , 
+1'::'-

LA 

2 ( ·4t z. 
A \. a, 

0:> r §-a,yz 
,. 

Z . 
',' 

:l"X 

+ 

~rJ32 C (8 
X,"2 7 x 2 y 

x t-- r- + 
h .::\.3 \3 

01 r,: .., a 

x 

Y ) ] 

CP -a,yz r e . - z ) 
-lX 

:2 C a,y BCa,y2 
dz L 

h A h .a. 2 

~ ~,)- C 1 
+ xi 

3 a. ... h.A J 

r,.. 
dzr~ 

l A 

_ 14 -p? C a,y
31 

3h A3 j 

2 :s2C -
3 h 0.,2 A3 

(15) 

Following this, the velocity for x = 40, Y = 1 was 
computed as a check on the calculation. The difference 
from the result obtai~ed with equation (12) was very small 
as the effect of the additive terms of the last equation 
does not become noticeable before x! ay. ~or the region 
x = ay, equation (12) was quite accurately applicable. 
GroD-ter y valuesaro, of course, D-gain excluded, because 
the binomial expansion is then no longer admissible. 

In order, therefore, to include thi~ ragion of grc~ter 
y valuos as well, it was attempte~ to replace the earlier 
oblique intcrvoning straight line of the vclo6ity distribu
tion by a distribution U = const, that is, by a vertical 
straight linc,o.nd the choice foIl to the overage velocity 
~ = 1390 cm/s. The degree of the differential equation was 
lO1rlered hereby. 

From equation '(7) follotlS: ..., 
a"'lji 

u -- =-
*ayOx 

1 anI aT 
- -- + - - = :t(Y.:) 
p ax p ay 

vic find 

C
ay 

+ -
xh 

-a 
e 

y/x 

( 16) 

:3 
x 
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, V I 
a", 

= - ax 
Therofore 

;-;-

~ v 1 1 r r f(x) 
I a,y a, 1) -a, y/xJ = - = - +~- - C e dy ax A .I L xh x h 

. .1 0 

~li th the nid of the cO::ltinuity, ~/O obtain for u: 

r '" -a, y / x. (C~nY' a, _ C rv) C ..., If(x)+ ~ '"" __ o-a, y'/x Idx+u.r.=tti+u", 
L x h J 

where u* denotos 
tionnl velocity. 

the initiol profile and 
I 

(17) 

the nddi-

tTi th 1. = z 
x 

chosen os substitution, the integration 

gives x 

u r = 1. 
A 

( 
2Ca.y 

f(x)dx + -
-,1 h 

C x -a, y/x 
dz·- -- e 

A h 

(18 ). 

The velocity profiles were computed for x = 20, 40, 
70, 150, nod 290 em distance. A comparison of these re
sults vith the experimental velocity distributions surpris
ingly disclosed a relatively good agreenent, espocinlly in 
the middle of the channel (fig. 13). The overlapping of 
the theoretic~l profiles alroady occurs at smaller y vol
ueSi so that here the departure is somewhat greater. In 
direct proximity of the wall the colculntion is inapplicable 
becnusc the integral logarithm 

becomes . .... . .... 
~llI~n~"e. 

To achieve D. closer c..pprr:·o.eh to renlit~T, the profile 
could now be replac~d in the lower region by an oblique, 
in the middle by a vertical straight line. A stepped dis
tribution would also be feasible, special consiorations 
being then necessary on the points of discontinuity of the 
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velocities. A com~arison of such results with the oxperi
mer'. t i'Tould s1.'~rc ly be: L'l t eros tin'g. Y .. et an,o.ther prof i table 
study should bo t~o extent to which t~e shear stress for
mula obtained above holds true in a comparison with the 
actual processes under entirely dissimilar types of rough
ness. 

~ranslation by J. Vanier, 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics. 
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